In-text or parenthetical citations (*Publication Manual, 6.11-6.21*)
The author’s last name and date of publication are required; and if a direct quote is used, a page number. A
direct quote may include a ‘signal phrase’ as an introduction as seen in the first example, if this case only the
date is needed.

Robertson (1896) had thought a being’s early consciousness was “just a vague, confused, chaotic mass,
which we have to clear” (p. 174).
By the 1950s women earned only 4% of math doctorates, down from 15% in the 1930s (Isaacson, 2014).

An example of citing a source quoted in another source:

Aaron Stone found “Ghandi had an amazing capacity for self-criticism” (as cited in Carson, 1998, p.
128).

More examples are available in the “*Publication Manual*” and

The Reference List (*APA style, 6.22-6.32; Chap. 7*)
In addition to the in-text, or parenthetical reference, a list of “References” is needed to provide further
information about the sources used. APA style requires double-spacing throughout a manuscript, including
“Reference Lists,” which should include a hanging indent. (In this guide the examples follow the APA
manuscript recommendations for double-spacing. Note that the examples in the “*Publication Manual*” are
single-spaced. Please check with your professor about the spacing throughout the manuscript.)

Book

One author, *print*


One author, *entire book from an online library*

http://www.netlibrary.com

One author, *electronic version of a book* (i.e., *Kindle, Sony, Adobe Digital Editions*)


Two or three authors

DuNann, D. W., Smith, J.S., & Koger, S. M. (2004). (followed by the rest of the citation.)
Editor, translator, or compiler instead of author


Additional editor, translator, or compiler


Chapter, essay or other part of a book


Journal article

Print


Online (Use DOI if available; otherwise, use URL.)


Popular magazine article

Print

Online


Newspaper article

Print


Online


Citation in text: use a short title with quotation marks: ("Mad-cow," 1993).

Website

Ideally include author, date, title and source. When the web page lists no author, the title moves to the first position of the reference entry. Include a retrieval date only when content is likely to change.

The general form for a website is:


Entire Website (the access date is added to because the information on this website is likely to change):


Web page with no author, date, or page number

Because there is no date and no author, the text citation would include the title (or short title), "n.d." for no date, and paragraph number, e.g., ("Heuristic," n.d., para. 1).


Entry in *Wikipedia*

Blog Posting


Government Document

Federal Hearing

Urban America’s need for social services to strengthen families: Hearing before the Subcommittee on Human Resources of the Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives, 102d Cong. 1 (1992).

U.S. Supreme Court Decision


Proceedings

Proceedings published regularly online


Chapter from proceedings published in book form


*Examples from:
www.apastyle.org
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